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ABSTRACT
Quantum calculations are used to examine the properties of heterodimers formed by a series of tetrel-containing
molecules with NH3 as universal Lewis base. TH4 was taken as a starting point, with T= C, Si, Ge, and Sn. The
H atoms were replaced by various numbers of F atoms: TH3F, TF3H, and TF4 so as to monitor the effects of
adding electron-withdrawing substituents. Unsubstituted TH4 molecules form the weakest tetrel bonds, only up
to about 2 kcal/mol. The bond is strengthened when the H opposite NH3 is replaced by F, rising up to the 6-9
kcal/mol range. Another means of strengthening arises when the three peripheral H atoms of TH4 are replaced
by F. The effect of the latter is heavily dependent on the nature of the T atom, and is particularly noticeable for
larger tetrels. The two sorts of fluorination patterns are cooperative, in that their combination in TF4 yields by
far the most powerful tetrel bonding agent. The tetrel bond is strengthened as the T atom moves further down
the periodic table column. The strongest bond amounts to 25.5 kcal/mol for SnF4••NH3. A number of features
correlate with the binding energy, but only roughly. These properties include the charge transfer, the AIM bond
critical point electron density, the molecular electrostatic potential, and the stretch of the T-X covalent bond
upon complex formation.
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INTRODUCTION
Although much weaker than their covalent counterparts, noncovalent forces play essential roles in a broad
range of chemical and biological phenomena that range from solvation to crystallization, from biomolecular
structure to the transmission of the genetic code. Of the various noncovalent interactions, probably the most
thoroughly studied over the years is the H-bond (HB) 1-3. The uniqueness of the HB has been challenged by the
finding that the bridging proton can be replaced by any of a large collection of much more electronegative
atoms, with little loss in interaction energy. For example, a halogen (X) atom can serve a similar bridging
function 4-10. The strong anisotropy of the charge distribution around the halogen atom permits it to serve in
more than one capacity, as both electron donor and acceptor. The partial positive charge that develops opposite
the R-X bond facilitates its interaction with an approaching nucleophile, in much the same way as the polarity
of a O-H bond guides an electron donor into position along the O-H axis in the formation of a HB. Halogen
bonds are not unique in this regard. There is growing recognition that atoms from the chalcogen and pnicogen
families have a similar functionality 11-21.
The tetrel family of atoms, headed by C and Si, also appear able to serve in this capacity 22-40. These sorts of
bonds appear to be important in a number of processes including chemical reactions, molecular recognition, and
the structure of materials 41-45. This capability to form a noncovalent bond is perhaps a bit surprising due to
steric constraints. That is, since tetrel atoms are usually tetravalent, and since the nucleophile tends to approach
along the extension of one of these covalent bonds, it might be difficult for the nucleophile to squeeze itself in
between the other three substituents bonded to the tetrel atom. Taking a purely tetrahedral TR4 molecule as an
example (where T refers to a tetrel atom), a position opposite one of the T-R bonds would place the nucleophile
within 70° of the other three T-R bonds. It is for this reason that the formation of a tetrel bond repels the three
covalent T-R bonds, and the final structure tends to resemble a trigonal bipyramid to a certain extent. On the
positive side, the lesser electronegativity of tetrel atoms, as compared to pnicogens, chalcogens, and especially
halogens, ought to enable a more positive electrostatic potential to better attract an approaching nucleophile.
Three are several general features of tetrel bonds that have emerged from earlier work. Much like their
pnicogen, halogen, and chalcogen cousins, there is a tendency for tetrel bonds to strengthen as the T atom
moves further down this column of the periodic table. The placement of electron withdrawing substituents on
the T atom, especially directly opposite the approaching nucleophile, also acts to strengthen the tetrel bond.
What is missing in the literature at this point is a fundamental and systematic examination of how various
aspects of the tetrel-bonding molecule combine with one another. Specifically, does the tetrel bond always
strengthen as one moves down the tetrel column of the periodic table, regardless of substituent? What is the
quantitative effect of progressively adding electron-withdrawing substituents on the tetrel, one by one? How
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does the presence of a single electron-withdrawing substituent, positioned opposite the Lewis base, compare
with several such substituents in peripheral positions? Do these two types of substituent positions act
cooperatively when both are present, or do they counteract one another to some extent? And are these trends
typical of all tetrel atoms, or do they change when the atom becomes heavier and less electronegative? This
work attempts to answer these questions via quantum chemical calculations in a highly systematic manner. A
wide range of molecules that have the potential to engage in tetrel bonds are considered, that include four
different tetrel atoms, each bonded to a varying number of highly electron-withdrawing substituents.
SYSTEMS AND METHODS
The tetrel atoms (abbreviated as T) considered here are C, Si, Ge, and Sn. The unsubstituted TH4 molecules
were each taken as a starting point Lewis acid. NH3 was used as the universal electron donor, due to its
simplicity, containing a single lone pair and with no π bonds that might complicate the analysis. The NH3 was
positioned directly opposite one of the H atoms of TH4 and the entire geometry of the complex fully optimized.
The H atoms of TH4 were progressively replaced by F substituents, due to its high electron-withdrawing power.
Upon single replacement, the F atom of TH3F was positioned directly opposite the N atom of NH3 in order to
quantify how the more electronegative F might strengthen the tetrel bond in this position. In an alternate
scenario, the NH3 was located directly opposite the T-H bond, but the other three H atoms of TH4 were all
replaced by F, forming TF3H as Lewis acid. This formulation facilitates an understanding of how the electronwithdrawing capability of these three F atoms might act to strengthen the HT••N tetrel bond. The final step is
the replacement of the sole remaining H atom by F, providing a FT••N tetrel bond with TF4 which can be
compared with the previous three arrangements.
The Gaussian-09 46 program was employed for all calculations which were carried out at the MP2 level
using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. The aug-cc-pVDZ-PP pseudopotential from the EMSL library 47-48 was used
for Sn so as to account for relativistic effects. This level of theory has demonstrated its accuracy and
effectiveness in numerous previous studies 49-61 of related systems.
All geometries were fully optimized, and checked to ensure they were true minima, containing all positive
vibrational frequencies. The complexation/association energy, ∆Eelec, was defined as the difference between the
energy of the complex and the sum of the energies of separately optimized monomers. Basis set superposition
error was removed via the counterpoise 62 procedure. Free energies at 298 K were computed using standard
physical chemistry formulae. Molecular electrostatic potential maps were visualized via the Chemcraft program
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and further quantified by WFA-SAS 64. The Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) technique 65 was used to provide

quantitative measures of charge transfer. The topology of the electron density was assessed within the AIM 66-67
context, with values computed by AIMALL 68.
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RESULTS
Geometry and Energetics
The N atom of NH3 was optimized to lie in a position directly opposite one H/F atom of the Lewis acid.
Typical structures are displayed in Table 1 for the Ge tetrel atoms wherein the θ(H/F-Ge··N) angle is 180°, and
all of these dimers belong to the C3v point group, as was also the case for the corresponding complexes
involving Sn and Si. One can see the shortening of the R(Ge··N) intermolecular distances as more F atoms are
added to the Lewis acid, from a maximum of 3.33 Å for GeH4 down to a minimum of 2.11 Å for GeF4. The
separations of the other complexes are reported on the left side of Table 1, where a similar trend is evident for
the other tetrel atoms as well. Note that the weakness of C as an electron acceptor leads to the absence of a
tetrel-bonded complex for either CH4 or CF3H. Even when a tetrel bond is formed, for CH3F and CF4, the
intermolecular separation is quite long, more than 3 Å, and the relevant θ(FC··N) angle deviates from 180°.
Scanning further down each column of Table 1 shows a fairly small sensitivity of R to the nature of the tetrel
atom, for those beyond C. This pattern can be attributed to two competing effects. On one hand, the larger T
atoms would tend toward a greater separation. But, as detailed below, the larger tetrel atoms also yield stronger
tetrel bonds, which tend to pull the molecules closer together.
The energetics of the formation of each tetrel bond are contained in Table 2. ∆Eelec refers to the electronic
contribution to this complexation, while the free energies contain the vibrational and entropic effects as well.
As anticipated, the binding energies are quite weak for the C-tetrel bonds, less than 2 kcal/mol, when such a
bond exists at all. Even the nonfluorinated TH4 molecules engage in a tetrel bond, albeit not very strong.
Placing a single F atom on the Lewis acid, directly opposite the NH3, very substantially strengthens the
interaction, by a factor between 3 and 4. Leaving H as the atom opposite the base, but surrounding it by three F
atoms has a variable effect. Whereas TF3H binds slightly less strongly than does TH3F for Si, the opposite
occurs for Ge, and especially for Sn where this change more than doubles ∆E. The combination, wherein the
opposite atom is F, as are the three surrounding atoms, leads to a further, and rather large, increment in ∆E. The
strongest tetrel bond, amounting to 25.5 kcal/mol, occurs for SnF4··NH3. To place this quantity in perspective,
it is roughly five times larger than the paradigmatic H-bond in the water dimer.
The reduction in entropy associated with the dimerization tends to weaken each of these interactions. Many
of the values of ∆G on the right side of Table 2 are hence positive. Nonetheless, the latter quantities reflect the
trends in ∆E on the left side of the table, even if not quantitatively identical. The strongest interaction remains
that in SnF4··NH3, with ∆G= -13.4 kcal/mol.
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Contributing Factors
There are a number of means of understanding the relative strengths of the interactions. The AIM procedure
allows one to assess the strength via the electron density occurring at the bond critical point that connects the
tetrel and base N atoms. These quantities are presented in Table 3, and can be compared with the energetics in
Table 2. In either case, the C atom engages in the weakest tetrel bonds, and the progressive fluorination of the
Lewis acid enhances these bonds. There are also certain discrepancies between the two measures of the bond.
For example, the largest value of ρBCP occurs for GeF4··NH3 rather than SnF4··NH3. Nor does ρBCP accurately
reflect the large energetic increment on going from trifluorinated to tetrafluorinated Lewis acid. It should
perhaps be stressed that comparisons of BCP densities between different pairs of atoms, e.g. Ge/N and Sn/N,
can introduce certain inconsistencies that might affect these correlations, although such applications are quite
common in the literature 39-40, 44, 69 and have shown some genuine use.
A certain degree of contribution to the tetrel bond resides in the charge transfer from the base to the acid.
One can measure this quantity first as an interorbital transfer from the N lone pair to the σ*(T-X) antibonding
orbital where X represents the atom directly opposite the N. The corresponding values of E(2)1 in the NBO
formalism are listed on the left side of Table 4. It is not only the atom which lies directly opposite the Lewis
base to which charge is added, but the other atoms as well. These charge transfers are listed in the second
section of Table 4, as E(2)2. When these peripheral atoms are H, much less charge is deposited into their σ*
antibonding orbitals as compared to the opposite atom. But this transfer is much greater for F atoms, and can
even exceed the amount for the opposite atom, particularly when the latter is a hydrogen. The total transfer of
charge from the Lewis base molecule to the acid is also displayed in Table 4, as the sum of charges of all atoms
on the NH3 molecule. As was the case for the AIM measure, these charge transfer parameters provide a
reasonable, but far from perfect reflection of bond strength. While C is clearly a marginal tetrel-bonding atom,
there is little distinction between Si, Ge, and Sn. In fact, E(2)1 predicts a Si > Ge > Sn energetic ordering of
TF3H··NH3, whereas the opposite is true. Nor does E(2)1 correctly reflect the comparison of TH3F with TF3H.
The total charge transfer does not show any real difference between TF3H and TF4, although the latter forms
much stronger bonds. Some of these discrepancies between binding energy and measures of charge transfer
may be taken to indicate that this phenomenon is not the major contributor to the interaction.
As a corollary of the transfer of charge into the σ*(T-X) antibonding orbital, one can anticipate a weakening
and concomitant lengthening of this covalent bond. This bond stretch is reported on the right side of Table 1.
Like the energetic aspect of this transfer, E(2), ∆r(T-X) also is not an accurate barometer of bond strength.
Neither captures the strong dependence of binding strength on the nature of the tetrel atom in the TF4··NH3
dimers. Regardless of the bond strength ∆r(T-F) is consistently larger than ∆r(T-H). It should be noted as well
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that it is not only the X atom that lies directly opposite N that elongates; the three peripheral atoms also move
further from T upon formation of the complex.
Past work has shown that Coulombic forces make a major contribution 38-39, 70 to noncovalent forces such as
tetrel and hydrogen bonds. Perhaps the simplest way of considering this issue would be an examination of the
dipole-dipole component of the multipolar expansion. Whereas the symmetry of both TH4 and TF4 exclude a
dipole moment, both partially fluorinated molecules have such a moment. However, they are pointing in
opposite directions. That is, the moment of TH3F is aligned so that its positive end points toward the negative
dipole of the incoming NH3, a favorable situation. The alignment is, in contrast, destabilizing for TF3H where
the negative ends of the two molecular dipoles point toward one another. From this simple perspective, then,
the TH3F••NH3 complexation energies are boosted by dipole-dipole forces, while this same factor tends to
weaken the tetrel bond in TF3H••NH3. This discrepancy rises along with the size of the tetrel atom. The dipole
moment of the TH3F molecule increases from 1.68 D for T=Si up to 2.94 for Sn, and that of TF3H undergoes a
similar rise from 1.72 to 3.38 D.
A far more complete view of Coulombic forces, surpassing the simplistic dipole-dipole picture, is offered by
consideration of the full molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surrounding each subunit. The MEP of each
Lewis acid is illustrated in Fig 2, where the most positive regions are shown in blue and red indicates the most
negative areas. The location of most interest lies to the right of each tetrel atom, directly opposite the H or F
atom, where the N atom of NH3 nestles itself within the complex, the so-called σ-hole.
Considering first the C-containing molecules in the top row, there does not appear to be a σ-hole for CH4, as
the most positive regions lie on the H end of each C-H bond. The most intensely blue areas occur in the σ-hole
location for CH3F and CF4, both of which engage in a tetrel bond. It is also TH3F and TF4, which contain the
most intense σ-holes for the other Lewis acids. However, the other tetrels differ from C in that there is also a
visible σ-hole for TH4 and TF3H, albeit less intense ones. The pictorial MEPs are consistent with the observed
weakness of the tetrel bonds for TH4. On the other hand, they do not adequately explain the stronger tetrel
bonds for TF4 than for the others, and would incorrectly predict that TH3F ought to engage in stronger bonds
than TF3H. There is also little to distinguish one tetrel atom from another, e.g. no visual evidence that SnF4
should engage in a stronger tetrel bond than any other TF4.
This sort of MEP analysis can be placed on a more quantitative footing by locating the extrema on a surface
that surrounds each molecule. It is common to choose for the latter an isodensity surface, most often that for
ρ=0.001 au. The value of the maximum on this surface, defined as Vs,max, in the vicinity of the σ-hole, is
reported in Table 5 for each Lewis acid. As suggested by the pictorial version in Fig 2, there is no such
minimum for CH4, but all other molecules do have a MEP minimum in the appropriate location. For any given
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column in Table 5, Vs,max increases in the C < Si < Ge < Sn sequence, although this pattern is disrupted a bit for
TH4 and TF3H when T= Si and Ge. This trend is fairly consistent with the energetics in Table 2. Also in
common with ∆E, the weakest and strongest complexes are formed respectively by TH4 and TF4. On the other
hand, whereas TF3H usually engages in a stronger tetrel bond than does TH3F, it is the latter which has the
larger value of Vs,max. In other words, a position opposite F is associated with a stronger σ-hole than H, even
when the latter has the benefit of three highly electron-withdrawing F atoms bonded to the tetrel atom. But it is
the latter arrangement, opposite the H, which corresponds to the stronger tetrel bond.
In summary, whether the pictorial version of the MEP, or its magnitude at a single point, this potential
offers some important clues as to the strength of the tetrel bond it is capable of forming. However, like the
electron density topological data, measures of charge transfer, or internal bond stretching, the MEP too provides
only an imperfect means of predicting the strength of the tetrel bond.
Because the Lewis base must insert itself between the three peripheral T-Y bonds of the Lewis acid, which
are roughly only 109° apart, the formation of the complex must pry these latter three bonds apart to a certain
extent. The change in the internal θ(X-T-Y) angle, where X lies opposite N and Y represents one of the three
peripheral atoms bonded to T, is recorded on the left side of Table 6. These distortions fit a fairly regular
pattern in that the angle changes very little, 1-3° for TH4, some 5° for TH3F, and 11-13° for TF3H and TF4,
which are very similar to one another. Note that the negative values of these angular changes signal the motion
of the peripheral atoms away from the Lewis base. The larger deformations for the TF3H and TF4 substitution
patterns make sense in that the larger F atoms must spread further apart to make room for the approaching NH3,
than do the smaller H atoms. There is very little sensitivity to the identity of the T atom, except of course the
miniscule changes for T=C.
These realignments, coupled with bond length changes, have an energetic consequence. The right side of
Table 6 denotes the rise in the energy of the Lewis acid molecule caused by its deformation from its fully
optimized geometry to the structure it adopts within the dimer. As expected, Edef is quite small for TH4, and
rises to nearly 2 kcal/mol for TH3F. This quantity increases a good deal upon further fluorosubstitution, to the
10-20 kcal/mol range, as the angular deformations are larger here. It is a bit larger for TF3H than for TF4.
Opposite to the pattern of binding energies, Edef diminishes as the T atom grows larger, in the order Si > Ge >
Sn. These deformation energies, some of them rather large, must be overcome in order for the complex to form.
Taking the SnF4··NH3 dimer as an example, its 25.53 kcal/mol binding energy (Table 2) must overcome a 9.62
kcal/mol deformation energy. The interaction energy between the two subunits, after deforming to their
geometries within the dimer, is thus on the order of 35 kcal/mol. Likewise, this interaction energy exceeds 30
kcal/mol for the other perfluoro-tetrel bonded species SiF4··NH3 and GeF4··NH3. In a more general sense,
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although these quantities obey the same Si < Ge < Sn trend as does ∆E in Table 1, the interaction energy is less
sensitive to the identity of the tetrel atom. It also shows a much larger increase on going from TH3F to TF3H.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Tetrel bonds occur with widely varying strength. The unsubstituted TH4 molecules form the weakest, only
up to about 2 kcal/mol; CH4 does not engage in such bonds at all. The interaction is strengthened when the H
opposite the Lewis base is replaced by F, rising up to the 6-9 kcal/mol range. Another means of strengthening
the tetrel bond is the substitution of the three peripheral H atoms of TH4 by F, even when an H atom remains
directly opposite the base. The effect of this substitution pattern is heavily dependent on the nature of the T
atom, and is particularly noticeable for heavier tetrels. The combination, wherein the opposite atom is replaced
by F, as are the three peripheral atoms, makes TF4 by far the most powerful tetrel bonding agent. With only a
minor exception, the interaction increases as C < Si < Ge < Sn. With all of these factors taken into account, the
strongest tetrel bond association energy amounts to 25.5 kcal/mol for SnF4••NH3. The destabilizing effects of
vibrational energy and entropy vis a vis the association reaction leads generally to positive values of ∆G at 298
K. The exceptions, with a negative ∆G, occur for the strongest of the tetrel bonds. In any case, the various
trends observed for ∆E are reproduced fairly closely by ∆G.
There are several properties that tend to correlate with the energetics. The electron density of the bond
critical point located between the T and N atoms tends to mirror the association energy to some extent but this
correlation suffers from certain discrepancies. The same can be said of the measures of charge transfer, either
between pertinent MOs or between the molecules as a whole. Inspection of the molecular electrostatic potential
offers a window into the Coulombic segment of the interaction. The extent and intensity of the positive
segment of the MEP on the Lewis acid correlates fairly well with the total binding energy, but again there are
certain discrepancies in the trends of the two. The failure of any one particular component to correlate much
more closely with the binding energy is an indication that all aspects of the interaction are important and cannot
be ignored.
In terms of geometries, the R(T••N) intermolecular separation for any given T atom contracts as H atoms
are replaced by F and the tetrel bond strengthens. On the other hand, there is a natural tendency for this
distance to elongate as the T atom moves down the periodic table and its atomic radius increases. These two
trends tend to oppose one another. Consequently, the shortest tetrel bond of 2.054 Å occurs for SiF4••NH3. But
it is quite notable that this length is only 2.279 Å even for the large Sn atom in SnF4••NH3. The shift of density
into the σ*(T-X) antibonding orbital causes a lengthening of this covalent bond. This bond stretch does not
correlate very well with association energy; it is particularly large for X=F, rising up to a maximum of 0.034 Å
for SnH3F••NH3.
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In summary, then, there is a tendency for the tetrel bond strength to increase as the tetrel atom descends
along the periodic table column. It is certainly true that Sn forms the strongest bonds and C the weakest.
However, Si and Ge are fairly similar in this respect for TH4 and TH3F, although Ge forms clearly stronger
bonds for the more heavily fluorinated TF3H and TF4. For the two heavier Ge and Sn atoms, a stronger tetrel
bond is formed when the H atom lies opposite the base, and it is surrounded by electron-withdrawing atoms,
than the reverse situation wherein the F-T••N tetrel bond does not have the benefit of three surrounding F
atoms.
A question posed earlier related to the possibly synergistic effects of i) the placement of an electronwithdrawing substituent opposite the Lewis base, and ii) addition of such substituents on the T atom, but not
directly opposite the base. One can examine this issue via the data in Table 2. Taking the Si series as an
example, the replacement of the H atom of SiH4 directly opposite the NH3 by F raises the binding energy from
1.66 to 5.49 kcal/mol, an increase of 3.83. If instead, the other three H atoms of SiH4 are replaced by F, this
increment is 3.09 kcal/mol. If these two effects were purely additive, one might expect the binding energy of
SiF4 to be (3.83 + 3.09), or 6.92 kcal/mol. However, Table 2 shows the difference in binding energy between
SiH4 and SiF4 to be 8.93, 2.0 kcal/mol larger than the sum of the two effects separately. In other words, these
two types of substitutions act to augment one another in a cooperative fashion. This augmentation is even
larger for Ge, amounting to 3.7 kcal/mol, but smaller, 1.3 kcal/mol, for Sn. But in all three sets of systems, one
does see the two sorts of substitutions acting in concert, with the whole greater than the sum of its parts. This
analysis cannot be applied to C, since neither CH4 nor CF3H engage in tetrel bonding with NH3. But it is
intriguing that the tetrel bond formed by CF4 is appreciably weaker than that involving CH3F. This
phenomenon may be due to the presence of a stabilizing dipole-dipole interaction in CH3F··NH3, which is absent
for CF4··NH3, as CF4 has no permanent dipole.
These results can be placed in the context of prior calculations. Although restricted to Si, an early work 36
had suggested that tetrafluorosilane was bound to NH3 much more strongly than unsubstituted silane. Later
calculations 23, 37 also confined to Si, had confirmed the stabilizing effects of fluorosubstitution, and were
consistent with our own finding here that SiH3F binds more strongly than does SiF3H when it is the F atom that
is directly opposite the Lewis base in the former case, as further confirmed by a more recent study of Si-based
tetrel bonds 71. Experimental measurements 35 have provided evidence that Si··N tetrel bonds can occur in an
intramolecular setting as well.
Grabowski 24 had recently expanded the range of tetrel atoms up through Ge, but used different Lewis bases
than NH3, including a Cl- anion. Nonetheless, there was a clear trend of stronger interactions in the sequence C
< Si < Ge. With NCH as Lewis acid, binding energies were considerably smaller than those computed here
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with NH3. For example, the binding energy of GeF4••NCH is only 4.1 kcal/mol, in comparison with 16.8
kcal/mol computed here for GeF4••NH3. Another peculiarity of NCH is that its binding energy is somewhat
smaller for TF4 than for TF3H, for any of the tetrel atoms C, Si, or Ge, quite the opposite to the behavior of NH3,
where TF4 binds much more strongly. This NCH anomaly was corrected when it was replaced by NCLi. A
recent study of larger systems known as atranes 72 noted that tetrel bonds involving C, Si, and Ge could be
formed in an intramolecular context but did not directly evaluate their energies nor consider substituent effects
Heavier tetrel atoms have not been entirely ignored. The Sn••N interaction was examined in one particular
complex, the dimer of Me3SCN 73, which yielded a binding energy of 7.6 kcal/mol. Of perhaps greater import
for the work described here, the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ treatment, as was applied here, provided a binding energy
within 0.4 kcal/mol of a CCSD(T) estimate with extrapolation to complete basis set. Within a clathrate
structure which comprises two tetrel bonds, the interaction diminishes in the order Sn > Ge > Si 41, but a
somewhat different pattern of Sn > Si > Ge > C was observed 44 for complexes including TH3F. This ambiguity
vis a vis Si vs Ge, observed in the calculations presented above, was amplified in tetrel bonds where the Lewis
base is a carbene 70 and when the tetrel atom is bound to an aromatic ring 39. Due to its partial negative charge,
the H atom of a metal hydride can be considered as a Lewis base. When interacting with a tetrel atom 74 one
gets a tetrel bond that is not entirely different than that wherein a N lone pair serves as electron donor. These
interactions displayed the Sn > Si > Ge > C trend expected for tetrel bonds in general.
Tetrel atoms all the way up to Pb were considered 75 in the framework of their interactions with CO,
admittedly not a strong base. These interactions were magnified by the placement of a full positive charge on
the Lewis acid in these trivalent, rather than tetravalent, CX3+ cations. These two deviations from typical
neutral tetrel bonds apparently caused certain discrepancies from the usual trends. Rather than the expected
strengthening as one moves down the tetrel column of the periodic table, Si engaged in the strongest
interactions, followed by Ge and then by Sn. In fact, the strongest interactions of all involved the CH3+ cation.
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Table 1. Intermolecular distance R(T··N) and stretch of internal T-X bond in Lewis acid molecule, with X
lying opposite to N.
R(T··N), Å
∆r(T-X), Å
TH4
TH3F
TF3H
TF4
TH4
TH3F
TF3H
TF4
T=C
3.159
3.397
0.0063
- 0.0057
T=Si
3.243 2.557
2.088
2.054
0.0070 0.0254 0.0165 0.0370
T=Ge
3.332 2.629
2.128
2.105
0.0090 0.0321 0.0163 0.0311
T=Sn
3.169 2.668
2.287
2.279
0.0168 0.0339 0.0147 0.0187

Table 2. Energetics of association reactions of indicated Lewis acid with NH3.
∆Eelec, kcal/mol
∆G, kcal/mol
TH4
TH3F
TF3H
TF4
TH4
TH3F
TF3H
T=C
-1.84
-0.82
4.87
T=Si
-1.66
-5.49
-4.75
-10.59
4.85
4.23
8.05
T=Ge
-1.48
-5.84
-8.68
-16.77
5.06
4.12
3.85
T=Sn
-2.44
-8.51
-18.20
-25.53
4.90
1.68
-6.33

Table 3. Electron density of AIM bond critical point connecting T to N.
ρBCP, au
TH4
TH3F
TF3H
TF4
T=C
0.0068 0.0047
T=Si
0.0084 0.0256 0.0581 0.0623
T=Ge
0.0077 0.0245 0.0703 0.0741
T=Sn
0.0120 0.0286 0.0617 0.0630

15

TF4
6.76
2.52
-4.01
-13.41

Table 4. Measures of charge transfer from NH3 to Lewis acid
NBO E(2)1a, kcal/mol
NBO E(2)2b, kcal/mol
TH4 TH3F TF3H
TF4
TH4 TH3F TF3H
TF4
T=C
1.68
0.15
T=Si
3.14 16.04 15.69 16.55c
0.61 3.18
23.98 15.85c
T=Ge 3.02 14.75 12.86 18.68c
0.59 2.99
26.76 23.90c
c
c
T=Sn
5.68 16.47 10.68 10.72
1.91 5.90
25.35c 20.45c

TH4
0.016
0.015
0.029

q(NH3)d, e
TH3F TF3H
0.021 0.073 0.166
0.068 0.171
0.064 0.141

a

charge transfer from N lone pair to σ*(T-X) antibonding orbital with X opposite to N
charge transfer from N lone pair to σ*(T-X) antibonding orbital with X not opposite to N
c
charge transfer from σ(T-N) orbital
d
total natural charge residing on NH3 molecule
b

Table 5. Maximum value of electrostatic potential on isodensity surface corresponding to ρ=0.001 au.
Vs,max, kcal/mol
TH4
TH3F
TF3H
TF4
T=C
21.31
10.14
24.95
T=Si
19.39
41.13
34.80
49.98
T=Ge
17.80
45.06
34.22
58.76
T=Sn
24.25
53.67
45.40
74.52

Table 6. Angular distortion imposed on Lewis acid molecule by formation of complex and resulting
deformation energy
∆θ(X-T-Y), degs
Edef, kcal/mol
TH4
TH3F
TF3H
TF4
TH4
TH3F
TF3H
TF4
T=C
0.1
-0.6 0.02
0.06
T=Si
-1.4
-4.9
-12.6
-12.7
0.14
1.93
21.38
20.78
T=Ge
-1.2
-4.6
-12.9
-12.5
0.11
1.51
18.99
16.61
T=Sn
-2.5
-5.3
-12.0
-11.0
0.37
1.77
12.50
9.62

16

TF4
0.000
0.165
0.169
0.132

Fig 1. Equilibrium geometries of indicated Ge-containing Lewis acid molecules with NH3, intermolecular
distance in Å.
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Fig 2. Molecular electrostatic potentials of Lewis acid molecules, on surface corresponding to 1.5 x van der
Waals radius of each atom. Blue and red regions respectively refer to positive and negative potentials,
with extrema of ±0.02 au.
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